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already been released to the police for the purpose of their criminal investigation, a
The police themselves have no objection to disclosing it and no doubt in fairness
would wish to do so.

I therefore propose to direct that ElM Coroner for Central Cleveland be
requested either to release or to agree that the police may release the report as
soon as possible, and preferably in advance of the Inquest, to the parties in these
proceedi'ngs, where it would of course be subject to the same rules of b
confidentiality as any other evidence obtained for these proceedings. In return I
give leave to disclose a copy of this judgment to the coroner. I have already
indicated that I propose to give leave for it to be reported, should the law
reporters see fit, of course in a suitably anonymous form.

Application allowed in pert.
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In 1964 the Criminal injuries Compensation Scheme was set up under the
prerogative to provide compensation for victims of crimes of violence by ex j
gratia payments calculated in the same way as common law damages.
Compensation was assessed on an individual basis by the Cnmrnal Injuries
Compensation Board, a non-statutory body consisting of lawyers experienced in
the personal injury field, in 1988 the non-statutory scheme was codified m ss 108
to 117 of and Schs 6 and 7 to the Criminal justice Act 1988, under which awards
would in future be decided on a case by case basis on the common law principles
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by which tort victims were compensated. Uder of the Act, ss 108 to
117 and Sehs 6 and 7 were to come into force on dxv to be appointed by the
Secretary of State by order made by statu:or', iracrurnent Until then the
non-statutory scheme remained in force. In Deccnnr [093 a White Paper set
out details of a new tariff scheme to compensare too ocnms of vicdent crime by
making awards based on a flat rate tari.ffaccoching the category of injury into
which the particular claim fall, instead of on the bean of common aw damages,
with no specific accouch being taken ofspedad demeans, loss ofearnings and the
circumstancds of the particular case. The gov mmrnc eanmated chat the annual
cost of compensating victims would be halved snide- ane taraffscheme by the year
2000. The White Paper stated that the compensau.rn orovisions in ss 108 to 117
of and Sc.hs 6 and 7 to rhe 1988 Act would not ch caplemented and would be
repealed in due course. On 9 March 1994 the govoment announced that the
tariff scheme would take efhict from 1 April. The arnucanan, trade unions whose
members were more than iuually exposed to nijuno from crimes of violence in
the course of their work, applied for judicial reviev ru way of declarations that
the decisions of the Home Secretary not to bring nan force the compensation
provisions in the 1988 Act and to implement the nctffscheme vt-re unlawful.
The Divisional Court refused relief. The apc'licann appealed, contending that
the Home Secretary had acted unlawfully (a in faiir.g to bring ss t08 to 117 of
and Schs 6 and 7 to the 1988 Act into force in breach ifhis duty under the Act to
do so, or (b) by implementing the non-statitslory udif scheme in abuse of his
common law powers. The Court of Appeal held dat s 1171(1) of the 1988 Act
conferred on the Home Secretary in unqualdued corns prower to decide when
ss 108 to 117 of and Schs 6 and 7 to the Act s.ere to :ome into force, but that he
was not free while the provisions of the 1988 An retnaned unrepealed to exercise
prerogative powers to introduce a different criranal injuries compensation
scheme. The Court of Appeal accordingly granted do second declaration sought
but refused the first. The Home Secretary anpeaio-c and the applicants cross-
appealed.
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Held — The Home Secretary was under no legalh enforceable duty to bring
ss 108 to 117 of and Schs 6 and 7 to the 198 An into force since he had a

g discretion under s 171 to decide to bring those proviaons into effect when it was
appropriate to do so, that being a matter for ham to nocide The courts could not
intervene to compel the minister to bring those pro '-dons into effect, since they
would then be interfering in the legislative process timit could not be right that
the minister was under a duty, notwithstanding ar-c change of circumstances
since the legislation was passed, to bring into force aimslaition which might then
be inappropriate. However (Lord Keith and Lord dissentinu, the Home
Secretary's discretion was not unfettered and he wat "equfred while ss 108 to 117
and Schs 6 and 7 were not in force to keep the quesoon whether they should be
brought into force under review and it was an abuso an excess of power for him
to exercise the prerogative power in a manner inianasistent with that duty. It
followed that the Home Secretary's decision chat as . [8 to 117 of and Schs 6 and
7 to the 1988 Act would not be implemented and wund be repealeff and that the
tariff scheme would be implemented instead., was umawful. The at-peal and the
cross-appeal would therefore be dismissed (see p 2L tof p 248j.p 252 c' to h,

I

a Section 171(1) is set out at p 249 g 1, post
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statute book but not in inrce. I do not consider that the doririne of legitimate
expectation properly enters into the matter. In Council of Civil Service Unions v
AltnCter for the Civil Ser.ce [1984] 3 All ER 935, [1985] AC 374 the ister had
instructed that staff at GCHQ. Cheltenham were no longer to be permittedto
belong to a national trade union. The instniction had been issued withoutany
pnor consultation' with the staff or with trade unions. This House held that
executie action under a prerogative power was open to judicial review in the
same manner as action under a statutory power, so that in appropriate
ctrcumstances a minister might be under a duty to act fairly in relation to the
exercise of the power. Further, it was held that the minister had acted unfairly in
issuing the instruction in question because the staff had a reasonable expectation
that they would be consulted before the instruction was issued and they hadnot
been consulted. That case affords no parallel with thepresent. Certain rights of
the staff at GCHQ had been taken away in breach of an obligation to actfairly
towards them, in the present case no rights have been taken away from anyone,
nor has the minister acted unfairly towards anyone. While no doubtmany
members of the public may be expected to have hoped that ss 108 to 117 of the
1988 Act would be brought into force, they had no right to have them brought
into force. In any event, the doctrine of legitimate expectation cannot reasonably
be extended to the public at large, as opposed to particular individualsor bodies
who are directly affected by certain executive action.

The applicants argue that to make payments under the proposed new tariff
scheme would be uniawflal because that would be inconsistent with the scheme
embodied in ss 108 to 117, since that would make it impossible for all practical
purposes ever to bring the statutory scheme into operation. The Secretary of
State must at least be under a duty, so it is said, to keep under review from time
to time whether to bring ss 108 to 117 into force. I would accept that the
Secretary of State is under such a duty, but in my opinion it is one owed to
Parliament and not to the public at large. On the other hand, it does notseem to
me that operating the proposed new tariff scheme would rule out any reasonable
possibility of the statutory scheme ever being introduced. The decision not to
introduce it at the present time is a political one and it is entirely predictable that
political views might change, if not under the present adnii.nistration then under
a future one. If a political decision were made to bring in the statutory scheme
then there is no reason to suppose that the political will would not be found,
notwithstandmg any difficulty there might be in dismantling the existing
arrangements and setting up new ones. The extent to which it might be
necessary to do so is in any event open to question.

Upon the whole matter I am clearly of opinion that the applicants' case fails
upon a proper application of the rules of statutory constniction and of the
pnnciples which govern the process of judicial review. To grant the applicants
the relief which they seek. or any part of it, would represent an unwarrantable
intrusion by the court into the political field and a usurpation of the function of
Parliament,

I would allow the appeal and dismiss the cross-appeal.

LORD BROWNE-WILK.JNSON. My Lords, in this appeal your Lordships have
to consider the legality of certain decisions made by the Secretary of State for the
Home Department in relation to schemes for the payment of compensation to
victims of violent crime. The respondents (the applicants for judicial review) are
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trade unions or other bodies
whose members are liable in the course of theirworking duties to suffer personalinjuries as a result ofsuch cnmes.

THE FACTS

Until 1964 victims who suffered
personal injuries as a result of crimes ofviolence had rio right to

compensation out of public funds, On 24june 196-4 ascheme compensating such victims was announced in both Houses ofPasliamept. In its original form thescheme came into forceon 1 August 1964 Itwas non-statutory and was introduced under the
prerogative powers,compensation being paid out ofmoneys voted by Parliament. The scheme(theold scheme) was modifiedon a number of occasions, most
recently in February1990andJanuary 1992.

The old scheme provided for a system of ex gratia payments to be assessed ottthe same basis as damagesat common law. Compensation
was assessed on anindividual basis and included

provision for pain and suffering and loss ofearnings,as well as compensation for the
dependants of dead victims, subject co certainlimitations.

In March 1978 the Royal
Commission on Civil Liability and

Compensation forPersonal Injury recommended that
compensation under the old scheme in GreatBritain should continue to be based upon tort damages and that the schemeshould be put on a statutory basis (see Cmnd 7054-I). In March 1984 aninter-departmental working party wasappointed to review the criminal injuriescompensation scheme and to make

recommendations for putting the schemeinto statutory form. The working party reported in 1986 (see Criminal InjuriesCompensation: A statutory scheme).
On 29 July 1988 the Criminal Justice Act 1988 received the royal assent.Sections 108 to 117 ofandSchs6 and 7 to that Act contain

a statutory criminalinjuries compensation scheme, whichin substance follows the recommendationsof the working
party and gives statutory enactment to the old scheme. Inparticular, the amount ofcompensation under the statutory schemewould becalculated on the same basisas common law damages.

Section 171 of the 1988 Act, so far as relevant, provides:

'(1) Subject to the following
provisions of this section, this Act shall comeinto force on such day as the
Secretary of State may by order made bystatutory instrument appoint and different days may be appointed inpursuance of this subsection for different

provisions or different purposes ofthe same provision

(5) The following provisions shallcome into force on the day this Act ispassed [ie including] this section.
(6) The following provisions ... shall come into force at the end of theperiod of two months beginning with

the day this Act is passed
The provisions of ss 108 to 117 of and Schs 6 and 7 to the 1988 Act were notbrought into force by any otherprovision of s 171. Accordingly, although s 171itself is in force, the

provisions of ss 108 to 117 of and Schs 6 and 7 to the Act (thestatutory scheme) can only be brought into force
by the Secretary of State underS 171(1). No order has been made

under S 171(1) bringing the statutory schemeinto force. Since 1988, the old
non-statutory scheme has continued in

operationsubject to certain minor amendments
made under prerogative

powers.in December 1993 a White
Paper was published, entitled

Compensating Vicrimsof Violent Crime: Changes to the Criminal
Injuries Compensation Scheme (Cm 2434).
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The White Paper gave details of a pr:r:osed tariff scheme under which awards
would be based upon a tariff accordm to the innries received without any
separate or additional payments being nade for loss f earnings or ocher past or
thmre expenses. ,The White Paper dro artcntion n the rise in the number of
awards and cost of the old scheme and :jncluded ths: the new scheme would be
more readily understood and enable csimants to receive their compensation
more quickly and ci a more straightforvard manner. It also pointed out that the
cost of administration should come d:an and tha: claimants should receive a
bottei- service.

Paragraphs 38 and 39 of the \Vhite ihcer stated:

'38. The present scheme is nm :nnnory and payments are made on an
ex-gratia basis. Provision was mace in the Crurinal justice Act 1988 for the
scheme to be placed on a seatutort dooting. However, at therequest of the
[Criminal Injunes Compensation Soar-il the reclvant provisions were not
brought into force, because this wjujd have dinupted their efforts to deal
with the heavy workloach Wirt the impending demise of the current
scheme the provisions in the 1988 mit will not scow be implemented. They
will accordingly be repealed when suitable legcslarive opportunity occurs.

39. The new scheme, like the presant one, will at least initially be
non-statutory and payments will antinue to be made on an ex-gratia basis.
Consideration will, however, be gsen to puttin.z the scheme on a statutorybasis once it has had time to settle down and any teething problems havebeen resolved.'

The new, non-statutory scheme (the tariff scheme was published on 9 March
1994. On 16 March 1994 the respcndenr trade anions issued a notice of
application for leave to apply for judicia review of(1 the continuing decision of
the Secretary of State not to bring intc :brce as 108 ::. 117 of and Schs 6 and 7 to
the 1988 Act and (2) the decision of the Secretary of State to implement the tariff
scheme.

C

On 22 March 1994 leave to apply icr ju.didal review was granted and the
Secretary of State gave an assurance that no individual claimant would be
prejudiced and no final award would be made to any claimant pending the matter
bcing resolved in the courts. It was an the basis of that assurance that the
applicants agreed not to press for intetna relief. g

The tariff scheme came into force or I Ascril 199-i and contained transitional
provisions whereby applications for :cmpensation received by the Criminal
Injuries Compensation Board (the boar-I which administered the old scheme)
before 1 April 1994 would be dealt win according :o the provisions of the old
scheme; applications received by the bcr-d on or after 1 April 1994 would be dealt h
with under the terms of the tariff sche—e The new tariff scheme involves the
phasmg out of the old board and no creation od a new Criminal Injuries
Compensation Authonty to ad.ministr- the tariff scheme. The tariff scheme
provides for the making of awards to no victims of crime, assessed by reference
to a scale of fixed tariffs, according to no severity ci the injuries sustained and jwithout taking into account the arcumnances of the tadividual case or common
law principles governing the assessme-t of d.amages The tariff scheme departs
from the basic principles of the old schtcne and the statutory scheme in that: (1)
the assessment ofcompensation is no lcr-er based uron common lawprinciples;
(2) awards are assessed according to a bed scale of tariffs, without account being
taken of the individual circumstances ochie victim; (3 awards ae made on behalf
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of the auhonty by persons who need not be qualified lawyers, although qualifieda
lawyers may be involved in the hearing of appeals.

It is common ground that in some cases,particularly in relation to very serious
injuries involving prolonged loss of earnings, the amountpayable to the victim
under the tariff scheme will be substantially less than the amount he would have
received under the old scheme or thestatutory scheme.

On 23 May 1994 the substanuve hearing of the application for judicial review
came befoie the Queen's Bench Divisional Court (Staughton U and

Buckley J)([1994] PIQR 320) who refused to make an order, The Court ofAppeal (SirThomas Bingham MR and Momtr U; Hobhouse U senthg) ([1995] 1 All ER
888, [1995] 2 WUR 1) allowed an appeal against that decision but for

differingreasons. As to the first ground of application (viz that theSecretary of State was
in breach of duty under s 17 of the 1988 Act in failing to bring the statutory
scheme into effect) Sir Thomas Btngham MR held thats 171(1) did impose such
a duty on the Secretary of State but that he was not shown to have been in breach
of that duty. Hobhouse and Mon-itt L,JJ held thats 171 imposed no such duty on
the Secretary of State, In the result, the Court ofAppeal were unanimous in
refusing any relief on the first ground claime± this decision is the subject of a
cross-appeal by the applicants. As to the second claim for relief (viz did the
Secretary of State act unlawfully in introducing the tariff scheme?) Sir Thomas
Bingham MR and Morrirt U held that the Secretary of State by implementing the
tariff scheme acted unlawfully and in abuse of his prerogative powers; Hobhouse
U held that the Secretary of State had acted lawfully. The Secretary of State
appeals against that decision on the second issue,
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INTERLINKED DECISIONS

Although the application for judicial review identifies for attack two decisions
by the Secretary of State, in reality the Secretary of State made eithera number
of interlocking decisions or one composite decisionhaving a number of strands.
In order to reach a position in which the new prerogative tariff scheme should
come into operation on a permanent basis without Parliamentrepealing the
statutory scheme contained in the 1988 Act, the Secretary of State had to take all
the following steps: (1) to resolve not to exercise eitherimmediately or in the
future the power or duty conferred on him by s 171(1) to bring the statutory
scheme into effect; (2) to discontinue under prerogative power the old, non-
statutory, scheme which was in operation down to 1 April 1994; and (3) to
introduce under prerogative powers the new tariff scheme. Thesecond of those
steps is not directly attacked br the application for judicial review. But, in myjudgment, that is not material since all three steps are inextricably interliriked and
the legality of the decision to introduce thenew tariff scheme must depend, at
least in part, on the legality of steps (1) and (2). 1propose therefore to consider
first the cross-appeal and the trce effect of s 171 of the 1988 Act before returning
to the subject matter of the appeal.

h

Duty

• DOES SECTION 17(1) IMPOSE A D(JTT OR A POWER ON THE SECRETARY OF STATE?I

It is of central importance in this case that s 171(1) of the 1988 Act (providing
that, inter alia, the statutory scheme 'shall come into force on such day as the
Secretary of State may ... appoint') is itself in force. It is the applicants' case that,
although the section confers a discretion as to the date on which thestatutoryscheme is to be brought into force, it in additionimposes on him a statutory duty

"5,,
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to bring the sections into force at some time. In the cryptic formulation of Mr
E]ias QC, the Secretary of State has a discretion as to ulten but not whether the
sections are to come mto force. The Lord Advocate, on the other hand, contends
that 5 171(1) confers on the Secretary of State an absolute and unfettered
discretion whether or not to bring the sections into force. I do not accept either
of these propositions.

The form of words to be found in s 171(1) is used in many statutes where
Parliament considers, for one reason or another, that it is impossible to specify a
day for the statutory provisions enacted to come into force. Therefore, although
the case before sour Lordships turns on the construction ofs 171(1) it cannot be
construed in isolation. Such a widely used statutory formula must have the same
effect wherever Parliament employs it. The words ofs 11(1) are consistent only
with the Secretary of State having some discretion: indeed, even the applicants
concede that he has a discretion. What is it then which suggests that there will
come a time when that discretion is exhausted and that, whatever the change of
circumstances since the sections in question were passed by the Queen in
Parliament, the Secretary of State becomes bound to bring the sections into
force? I can see nothing in the Act which justifies such an implied restriction on
the discretion. Moreover, I can foresee circumstances m which it would plainly
be undesirable for the Secretary of State to be under any such duty. Take, as an
example, Pt I of the 1988 Act which introduced new provisions as to extradition.
Part I of the Act was also to be brought into three by the Secretary of State under
s 171(1). Say, further, that there was a subsequent extradition treaty which
rendered the provisions of Pt I inappropriate. It cannot be tight that, notwith
standing such change of circumstances, the Secretary of State should then be
under a duty to bring into force inappropriate legislation. Where Parliament
intends to impose a duty on a minister to bring legislation into force under a
similar formula, it expressly states the dine limit within which such power is to
be exercised: see s 5(2) of the Domestic Violence and Matrimonial Proceedings
Act 1976.

Further, if the argument of the applicants is tight, there must come a time
when the Secretary of State comes under a duty to bring the statutory provisions
into force and accordingly the court could grant mandamus against the Secretary
of State requiring him to do so. Indeed, the applicants originally sought such an
order in the present case. In my judgment it would be most undesirable that, in
such circumstances, the court should intervene in the legislative process by
requiring an Act of Parliament to be brought into effect. That would be for the
courts to tread dangerously close to the area over which Parliament enjoys
exclusive jurisdiction, namely the making of legislation. In the absence of clear
statutory words imposing a clear statutory duty, in my judgment, the court
should hesitate long before holding that such a provision as s 171(1) imposes a
legally enforceable statutory duty on the Secretary of State.

Power
It does not follow that, because the Secretary of State is not under any duty to

bring the section into effect, he has an absolute and unfettered discretion whether
or not to do so. So to hold would lead to the conclusion that both Houses of
Parliament had passed the Bill through all its stages and the Act received the royal
assent merely to confer an enabling power on the executive to decide at will
whether or not to make the parliamentary provisions a part of the law, Such a
conclusion, drawn from a section to which the sidenote is 'Commencement', is
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not only const tiOny dangerous but thes in the face of common sense. The
provisio for brmging sections into force urder s 171(1) apply oot only to thestatutory scheme but to many other provisions. Forexample, the provisions ofPts I, II and Ill relating to extradition,

docuinentai-y evidence in criminal
proceedings and other evidence m criminalproceedings are made subject to the
same provisions. Surely, it cannot have been the intention ofParljament to leaveit m the entire discretion of the Secretary of State whether or not to effect such
impotrant changes to the ctia1 law. In the absence ofexpress provisions tothe contra in the Act, the plain intention ofParliament in confeg on the
Secretary ofState the power to bring cerrain sections into force is that such poweris to be exercised so as to bimg those sectionsinto force when it is appropriatend unless there is a nibsequent thange ofdrcumstanc winch would render itinappropriate to do

If, as I thiin, that is the clear purpose for winch the power in s 171(1) wasconferred on the Secreta- of State, o gs follow. First, the Secretary of
State comes under a clear duty to keep under consideration from time to time the
question whether or not to bring the section (and therefore the

statutory scheme)into force. In myjudginent he cannot lawfully surrender or release the power
contamed in s 171(1) so as to purpott to exclude its fune exercise either by
himseif or by ins successon. In the cose of argament, the Lord Advocate
accepted that tins was the correct view of the legalposition. It follows that the
decision of the Secretary of State to give effect to the statement in para 38 of the
1993 White Paper (Cm 2434) that 'the provisions in the 1988 Act will not now be
implemented' was unlawf. The Lord Advocatecontended, correctly, that the
attempt by the Secretary of State to abandon or release thepower conferred on
him by s 171(1), being unlawful, did not bind either the present Secretary of State
or any successor in that office. It was a nullity. But, inmy judgment, that doesnot alter the fact that the Secretary of State made the

attempt to bind himself not
to exercise the power conferred by a 171(1) and such attempt was an unlawful act.

There isa second consequence of the power ins 171(1) being conferred for the
purpose of bringing the sections into force. As I have said, in my view, theSecretary of State is entitled to decide not to bring the sections into force if events
subsequently occur which render it undesirable to do so. But if the power is
conferred on the Secretary ofState with a view to bringing the sections into force,
in my judgment, the Secretary of State cannot himself procure events to take
place and rely on the occurrence of those events as the ground for not bringing
the statutory scheme into force. In claiming that the introduction of the new
tanff scheme renders it undesirable now to

bring the statutory scheme into force,
the Secretary of State is, in effect, claiming that the purpose of the statutoryh power has been inisurted by his own act in choosing to introduce a schemeinconsistent with the statutory scheme approved by Parliament.

f

g

I

THE LAWFULNESS OF THE DECISION TO INTRODUCE THE TARIFF SCHEME
The tanif scheme, if validiy introduced under the royal prerogative, is bothinconsistent with the statutory scheme contained in ss 108 to 117 of the 1988 Act

and intended to be permanent. In practice, the tariff scheme renders it now either
impossible or at least more expensive to reintroduce the old scheme or the
statutory enactment of it contained in the 1988 Act. The tariff scheme involvesthe winding up of the old Criminal Injuries Compensation Board together withits team of those skilled in assessing

compensation on the common law basis andthe creation of a new dy, the Criminal
Injuries Compensation Authority, set
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up to assess compensation on the tariff basis at figures which, in some :ases. will
be very substantially less than under the old scheme. All this at a nnie when
Parliament has expressed its will that there should be a scheme basi on the
tortions measure of damages, such will being expressed in a stanc:e which
Parliament has neither repealed nor (for reasons which have not been duclosed)
been invited to repeal.

My Lords, it would be most surprising if, at the present day, p:erogative
powers could be validly exercised by the executive so as to frustrate inc will of
Parliament expressed in a statute and, to an extent, to pre-empt the decision of
Parliament whether or not to continue with the statutory scheme even though
the old scheme has been abandoned. It is not for the executive. as the Lord
Advocate accepted, to state as it did in the \Vhite Paper (pars 3i that the
provisions in the 1988 Act 'will accordingly be repealed when a suitable ;gislative
opportunity occurs'. It is for Parliament, not the executive, to repeal ieislation.
The constitutional history of this country is the history of the preroganve powers
of the Crown being made subject to the overridingpowers of the demecratically
elected legislature as the sovereign body. The prerogativepowers of inc Crown
remain in existence to the extent that Parliament has not expressly or by
implication extinguished them. But under the principle in A-C v Dc Kevssr's Royal
Hotel Ltd [1920] AC 508, [1920] All ER Rep 80 if Parliament has conferred on the
executive statutory powers to do a particular act, that act can only thereafter be
done under the statutory powers so conferred: any pre-existing prerogative
power to do the same act is pro tanto excluded.

How then is it suggested that the executive has power in the present case to
introduce under the prerogative power a scheme inconsistent with thestatutory
scheme? First, it is said that since ss 108 to 117 of the Act are not in force, they
confer no legal rights on the victims of crime and impose no duties on the
Secretary of State. The Dc Keyser principle does not apply since it oniT operates
to the extent that Parliament has conferred statutory powers which in fart replace f
pre-existing powers: unless and until the statutory provisions are brought into
force, no statutory powers have been conferred and therefore the prerogative
powers remain. Moreover, the abandonment of the old scheme and the
introduction of the new tariff scheme does not involve any interference by the
xecutive with private rights. The old scheme, being a scheme for cx gratia
payments, conferred no legal rights on the victims of crime. The new tariff g
scheme, being also an ex gratia scheme, confers benefits not detri.menu on the
victims of crime. How can it be unlawful to confer benefits on the citizen,
provided that Parliament has voted the necessary funds for that purpose?

In my judgment, these arguments overlook the fact that this case is concerned
with public, not private, law. If this were an action in which some victim of crime h
were suing for the benefits to which he was entitled under the old schime, the
arguments which I have recited would have been fatal to his claim: suc: a victim
has no legal right to any benefits. But these are proceedings forjudiciai review of
the decisions ofthe Secretary ofState in the discharge of his public funcnons. The
well-imown passage in the speech of Lord Diplock in Council of Civil Ser-..v Unions jvMinister for the Civil Service [1984] 3 All ER 935 at 949—950, [1985) AC at 408-
410 (the GCHQ case) demonstrates two points relevant to the present case. First,
an executive decision which affects the legitimate expectations of th spplicant
(even though it does not infringe his legal rights) is subject to judinal review.
Second, judicial review is as applicable to decisions taken under prerogative
powers as to decisions taken under statutory powers sav'e'to the extent that the
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legali of the exercise of certain
prerogative powers (eg treary malimg may nota

bejusticiabje

The GCHQ case demonstrates that the arment based on the ex gratia and
voluntary nature of the old scheme and the tariff scheme is elToneons. thoughthe victim of a crime committed

immediately before the White Paper was
published had no legal right to receive compensation in accordance with the oldb scheme, he certainly had a legitimate epectation that he would do so. More-
over, he had legitimate exTectatjon that, unless there were proper reasons forfurther delay in bg ss 108 to 117 of the Act into force, his eectadonswould be converted into astatutory right. If those legitimate eetions were
dnfeated by the cnmposite decision of the Secretary of State to discontinue theold scheme and not to bring the statutory scheme into force and those decisionsC were uina1ly taken, he has locus standi inproceedings for judicial review tocomplain of such illegality.

Sinnlar considerations apply when consideag the legchnj of the ster'sdecisions. In his poweiml dissentingjudent in the Court ofAppeal, Hobhouse
U decided that, since the statutory provisions had not been brought into force,d they had no legal sigrimcance ofany innd. He held, in my judent correimy,
that the Dc Kryscr principle did not apply to the present case: since the statutoryprovisions were not in force they could not have excluded the pre-exisring
prerogative powers. Therefore the prerogative powers remained. He thentumed to consider whether it could be said that theSecretary ofState had abusedthose prerogative powers and againapproached the matter on the basis that sincee thesections were not in force they had nosifficance in deciding whether or notthe Secretary of State had acted lawfully. I carmot agree with this laststep. Inpublic law the fact that a scheme approved by Parliament was on the statute bookand would come into force as law if and when the Secretary of State so
determined is in my judent directly relevant to the question whether thef Secretary of State could in the lawful exercise of

prerogative powers both decideto bg in the tariff scheme and refuse properly to exercise his discretion under
s 171(1) to bring the statutory provisions into force.

I turn then to consider whether the
Secretary of State's decisions wereunlawful as being an abuse ofpower. In this case there are two powers under

consideration: first, the statutory
power conferred by s 171(1); second, theg

prerogative power. In order fit to test the validiry of the exere of the
prerogative power, I will assume that the 1988 Act, instead of conferring adiscretion on the Secretary of State tobring the statutory scheme into effect, hadspecified that it was to come into force oneyear after the date of the royal assent.As Hobho use U held, duiing that

year the Dc Krysrr pimciple would not applyh and the prerogative powers would rem exercisable. But in my juent itwould plainly have been an improper
use of the prerogative powers if, duringthat year, the Secretary of State had discontinuedthe old scheme and introduced- the tariff scheme. It would have been improper because in exercising the

prerogative power the Secretary of State would have had to have tegard to thefact that the statutory scheme was about to come into force: to dismile the
machinery of the old scheme in the meantime would havegiven rise to further
dismption and expense when, on the first avcrsary the statutory scheme hadto be put into operation. This hypothetical

case shows that, although during thesuspension of the coming into force of the statutory provisions the old
prerogative powers continue to exist, the existence of such

legislation basicallyaffects the mode in which suchprerogative powers can be lay exered.
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— Does it make any difference that the stanators' provisions are to come into
effect, not automancally at the end of theyear as in the hothetica1 case I have
put, but on such day as the Secretary of State mecifies under apower conferredon him by Parliament for the puose of bring the statutory provisions intoforce? In myjudent it does not. The Secr:ary of State could only validly
exercise the pterogative power to abandon the old scheme and introduce thetariff scheme at the same time, he could vidiy resolve never to bring the
statutory prosions and the inconsistent stawto scheme into effect. For the
reasons I have already gwen, he could not vchdly so resolve to give up his
statutory duty to consider from time to time whether to bring the statutoryscheme into force. Hu attempt to do so, being necessary pan of the compositedecision winch he too was itself unla\Jl By ntroducing the tariff scheme hedebars himself from exering the statutory Cr for the puoses and on the
basis which Parliament intended. For these reas. as, in myjudgwent the decision
to introduce the tanff scheme at a. time when the statutory provisions and his
power under s 1711 were on the statute book wa unlal and an abuse of the
prerogative power

I should add for completeness that the Loch Advocate accepted that if the
decision to introduce the nff scheme was uinal the fact that Parliament, in
the Appropriation Art 1994. had voted the fundsnecessary to implement it couldnot cure that invalidity.

For these reasons. I would dismiss the appeal and thecross-appeal.

LORD MUSTILL. My Lords, this appeal turnson certain important but narrow
constitutional issues, which form part of a wi'der debate on the relationship
between Parliament ministers, the courts and the private citizen.

e

fThirty-one years ago the government of th day established a scheme to
compensate out of public funds the victims of criminal violence. The scheme was
brought into existence through the exercise of the royal prerogative, and the
payments were made ex gratia; that is, there was no statutory authority for the
scheme, although the necessary funds were votedannually by Parliament, andthe victims had no right in law to claimpaymenr Compensation was given in g
the shape of a lamp smn arrived at in thesame way as a civil award of damages
for personal injury caused by a tort, subject to an upper limit on the amount
attributable to loss of earnings. The scheme was administeredby the Criminal
Injuries Compensation Board, comprising a cHairman and a panel of Queen'sCounsel and solicitors. h

At first, the scheme operated on a modest scale, but by 1978 thenumber of
awards had increased rtvelvefold. In thatyeas the Royal Commission on Civil
Liability and Compensation for Personal Injury recommended, in ch29 of its
report (Cmnd 7054-h. that compensation for criminal injuries should continue to
be based on tort damages, but that the scheme, which had originally been j
experimental, should now be put on a statmory basis. The government,however, preferred to wait until more experience had beengained. Although as
the years passed some important changes were made, the scheme retained its
original shape. But its scale and cost remorselessiv increased. In its firstyear theboard had paid out By 1984 the annual amount had risen to more than

and the backlog was approaching 50,000 ciaims.
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At this point the

government decided that the time had come to put thescherie into statutory form, andappointed an inter-departmental
working partyto consider how it should be done. The working party made numerousrecommendations, largely acceptedby the government. The most importantwas that compensation should

continue to be given to the victims of criminalviolence on the basis of civil
damages. Accepting this amongst other recom-mendations the Secretary of State for the Home

Department (the Rt HonDouglas Hurd MP) announced in Parliament that legislation would beintroduoed accordingly, and that
considerable extra public funds would be madeavailable. Within a few

years the promised legislation materialised in the shapeof Pt VII of the Criminal
Justice Act 1988 (ss 108 to 117) together with thedependent Schs 6 and 7. When

brought into force, the scheme would be adniinis-tered by a statutory board,
appointed by the Secretary ofState, being a bodycorporate, declared not to he a servant

or agent of the Crown (Sch 6, para 1). Theexpenses incurred by the board in the
discharge of its functions would bedefrayed by the Secretary of State

(Sch 6, para 7). Subject to certain
exceptionsand limitations, claims for

compensation were to be determined, and theamounts payable assessed, in accordance
with the laws of England andWales orScotland by which a claim in

tort or delict arising out of the same facts would fallto be determined (Sch 7,
para 8). There would be a right ofappeal from adetermination of the board
to the High Court or the Court of

Session (s 113).For present
purposes nothing turns on the details of the

compensation schemeitself. The important
provision is s 171, which

governs the implementation of thenumerous important changes in criminal
law and practice brought aboutby theAct as a whole. So faras material it reads:

'(1) Subject to the following
provisions of this section, this Act shallcomeinto force on such day a,s the

Secretary of State may by order nw.de by statutoryins trument appoint and different
days may be appointed inpursuance of thissubsection for different

provisions or different purposes of the sameprovision.
(2) An order under this section

may make such transitional provision asappears to the Secretary of State to be
necessary or expedient in connectionwith any provision thereby brought into force other than a provisioncontained in sections 108 to 117 above or in Schedule 6 or 7 to this Act.(3) The Secretary of State

may by regulations made by statutoryinstrument make such provision as he considers
necessary or expedient inpreparation for or in connection with the

coming into force of any provisioncontained in those sectionsor Schedules.
(4) A statutory instrument

containing any such regulations shall be subjectto annulment in
pursuance of a resolution of either House ofParliament.(5) The

following provisions shall come into force on the day this Act ispassed
(6) The following provisions ... shall come into force at the end of theperiod of two months beginning with

the day this Act is passed.'
The words emphasised form the crux of this dispute.

They apply, not only tothe compensation scheme, but also to the provisions of
Pts Ito IV, VI, and IX ofthe Act, which are concerned

with quite differentsubjects. Step by step, duringthe intervening years, they have all (with a few scattered
exceptions) beenbrought into force. Only Pt VII

stands isolated, awaiting the appointment of aday
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In the years immediately following the passing of the Act it seemed probable
that, whether or not the statutory scheme took effect, the compensation regime
would continue much as before; and indeed at recently as December 1991 the
Secretary of State (the Rt 1-Ion Kenneth Baker 1.lP) announced to Parliament an
increase in the lower limit of entitlement, without suggesting that the general
principles of the scheme might be under reconsideration. However, in the light
of what was to happen later it may be significant that he took the opportunity to
report even greater increases in the amounts of the annual payments and the
costs ofmnning the scheme

At all events, during the following year the government changed their mind.
On 23 November 1992 the Secretary of State the Rt Hon Kenneth Clarke MP)
gave notice of an intention to replace the rusting scheme with a new tariff
scheme, with effect from 1994, and this was followed in December 1993 by a
White Paper, Compensating Victims of Violent Cr.me: Changes to the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Scheme (Cm 2434), presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State
for the Home Department (the Rt Hon Michael Howard MP) and the Secretary
of State for Scotland (the Rt Hon Ian Lang MP). Since your Lordships are not
concerned in any way with the merits or otherwise of the decision to change the
entire shape of the scheme there is no need to describe the new arrangements in
detail. The following extracts from the White Paper will show what was
proposed:

'10. There is no obvious or logical way of matching a particular sum of
money precisely to the degree of pain and hurt suffered by an injured person.
Even under common law damages the award of damages is not an exact
science. judgments tend to be made pragmatically on the facts of the case
and with regard to precedent. But the assessment is essentially subjective
and any amount awarded must to some extent be regarded as artificial.
There is no exactly right answer -

12. Such factors have been major elements in the consideration that led
the Government to decide that awards based on common law damages are
no longer appropriate for a state financed compensation scheme. Since there
is no absolute or tight figure for an award, the Government does not
consider it appropriate to attempt the very difficult and time consuming task
of trying to assign a precisely calculated, but essentially arbitrary sum to the
injury suffered ... The new system will accordingly be based on a tariff or
scale of awards under which injuries of comparable severity will be grouped
together in bands for which a single fixed payment is made. This means that
people with similar injuries will get the same payment

21. Under the current scheme loss of earnings and costs of future medical
care can be paid as separate heads of damage. That is a feature of the
common law system, though the necessary calculations can often prove to
be very difficult and time consuming to make. The tariff scheme will
however, break the link with common law damages; and the aim will no
longer be to provide finely calculated "compensation" as such. Instead a
simple lump sum award related to the severity of the injury will be paid.
That removes the subjective element of assessment and substitutes a more
objective test which is easier to apply

28. The severance of the link to common law damages and the
introduction of a straightforward tariff scheme, under which payments are
made from a scale of awards related to the nature in the injury, means that
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the specialn.ed skills of senior lawyers with experience of personal injury
caewoik 'arill no longer be needed and that cases can be decided
admims:rati-.'ely. There will accordingly be no longer term role for the
present Board to play under the tariff arrangements

34. if the applicant is dissatisfied with the initial decision he may requestreconsihiranon of his case by the Criminal Injuries CompensationAuthurn'. This will be an internal review of the case conductedby a more
senior nemlier of the administration

35.' If ihe claimant remains dissatisfied after this review of his case, he will
be able :o appeal to an appeals panel independent of both the CICA, and the
Secreta,— of State

38. The present scheme is non-statutory andpayments are made on an
ex-gran,s bans. Provision was made in the Criminal Justice Act 1988 for the
scheme :o be placed on a statutory footing. However,at the request of the
Board he relevant provisions were not brought into force, because this
would hive disrupted their efforts to deal with the heavy workload. With
the impending demise of the current scheme theprovisions in the 1988 Act
will not now be implemented. They will accordingly be repealed when a
suitable hgislative opportunity occurs.

39. Te new scheme, like the present one, will at least initially be
non-statutory and payments will continue to be made on an ex-gratia basis.
Consideration will, however, be given to putting the scheme on a statutory
basis once it has had time to settle down and any teething problems havebeen resolved,'

The general shape of the proposed scheme is thus quite clear, It will be entirely
different in principle and practice both from thepresent arrangements and from
those contemplated by the 1988 Act. The statutory scheme is treated as
redundant, and the intention is to persuade Parliament to remove it from the
statute boolu Meanwhile, the minister is presently resolved not to exercise his
power under s 171(1) to bring Pt VII into force.

II
The government's radical change of course has engendered much

controversy, both within Parliament and outside. Your Lordships are not
concerned with events in Parliament, and with only one aspect of the public
debate, namely the proceedings for judicial review instituted by the present
respondents. 11 trade unions and similar bodies, whose members are liable in the
course of their duties to suffer personal injury as a result of criminal violence. It
is important to state in full the relief claimed by the respondents in their notice of
application ior leave to apply for judicial review'

'(1) A Declaration that the Secretary of State by failing or refusing to bring
into force sections 108—117, and Schedules 6 and 7 of the 1988 Act, has acted
unlawfully in breach of his duty under the 1988 Act;

(2) A Declaration that the Secretary of State, by implementing the Tariff
Scheme, has acted unlawfully in breach of hi,s duty under the 1988 Act and
has abused his common law powers;

(3) Mandamus, to order the Secretary of State, in accordance with section
171 of the 1988 Act, to bring into force by order made by statutory
instrument sections 108—i 17 and Schedules 6 and 7 to the 1988 Act;

AU Englard Law '.po 26 April 1995
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(4) an Injunction, to prevent the Secretary of State from bringing the
Tariff Scheme into effect from 1st April 1994.'

It is also convenient to quote the grounds of application given by the
respondents in their notice, since they are in substance those maintained in their
arguments before the House:

30. the Secretary of State has acted unlawfully, ultra vires and in
breach of his duty under section 171 of the 1988 Act, in that: (i) he has
delayed the implementation of the Statutory Scheme without a good or
proper purpose; (ii) he has announced in Parliament and in the White Paper
that it is his intention not to perform his statutory duty to implement the
Statutory Scheme; (iii) he has decided to implement, and has published the
details of the Tariff Scheme which is wholly inconsistent with the Statutory
Scheme passed by Parliament; (iv) he has thereby sought to frustrate both
the will of Parliament and the purposes of the relevant provisions of the 1988
Act.

31. Further or in the alternative, in implementing and publishing the new
scheme in the manner aforesaid, the Secretary of State has abused his
common law powers.'

On 22 March 1994 leave to apply for judicial review was grantedby OwenJ.
Upon the Secretary of State giving an assurance that no individual claimant
would be prejudiced and no final award would be made toany claimant pending
the matter being resolved in the courts or by this House, the applicants did not
press for interim relief to stay the implementation of the tariff scheme pending
the outcome of the proceedings.

On 23 May 1994 the Divisional Court (Staughton U andBuckley J) ([1994]
PIQR 320) refused all relief. On appeal the Court of Appeal ([1995] 1 All ER 888,
[1995] 2 WLR 1) was divided in opinion. Indeed, the fact that the three cogent
judgments delivered, each of them convincing when read in isolation, were not
unanimous on either issue shows the difficulty of this important case. On the first
issue Hobhouse and Morritt LJJ held that there was no duty to implement the
statutory scheme. Sir Thomas Bingham MR arrived at the same conclusion, but
by a different route, holding ([1995] 1 All ER 888 at 894—895, [1995] 2 WLR 1 at 8):

'In my opinion the effect of s 171(1) was to impose a legal duty on the
Home Secretary to bring the provisions into force as soon as he might
properly judge it to be appropriate to do so. In making that judgment he
would be entitled to have regard to all relevant factors. These wouldplainlyinclude the time needed to make preparations and prepare subordinate
legislation. They would also include the request initially made (although not
persisted in) by the chairman of the non-statutory board to defer
implementation. They would also in my opinion include (and here I part
company from the applicants) the escalating cost pf the non-statutory and
the enacted statutory scheme: if it appeared that the cost would be much
greater than Parliament envisaged when the provisions were debated and
approved, or if since that time economic expectations had significantly
declined, these would be factors which a prudent Home Secretary could not
be expected to ignore and they could in my judgment provide good grounds
for delay in exercise of the power to bring the sections into force.'
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Sir Thomas Bmgham MR went on to hold that the rapidly increasing cost of
the scheme proded reons for delay and that therewas accordingly no breachof duty on the facts.

On the second issue, the couct w again divided. SirThomas Bingham MRand Monitt U held that the Secret of State had actedunlally and abused
his prerogative and conmon law powers by introducing a scheme radically
different from what.Paruament had approved wst therelevant provisions of
the Act stood unrepeale± Hobhou U was of the opposite opinion, essentiallyon the grounds that the new scheme could not be contrary to law since the
statutory scheme was not yet law, and that the Secretary of State had by virtue of
a grant in aid under the Appropriation Act 1994 directed specifically to the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority a mandate to spend money on thenew scheme.

The Secretary of State now appeaLs against the decision of the majority in the
Court of Appeal that he had abused his powers by introducing the new scheme
in face of Pt VII and the two Schedules, and the

applicants cross-appeal against
the ruling (unanimous in the result, but not as to the reasoning) that the Secretary
of State was not in breach of duty by declining to bring Pt VII into force.

'II
It will be seen that two, and only two, aspects of the controversy are before the

court. The proceedings call in question first the announcement that Pt VII ofthe1988 Act will not be brought into force (at any rate during the lifetime of the
present government), and secondly the plan to pre-empt the unimplemented
statutory scheme by installing a wholly different regime. It is with these
challenges, and with these alone, that the Appellate Committee, reporting to
your Lordships' House in its judicial capacity, can be concerned.

My Lords, I put the matter in this way to emphasise that although the issues
arising on the appeal are of great constitutional importance they are limited in
range. The present appeal is directly concerned only with the relationship
between the executive and the public. Save to the extent necessary for a ruling
upon the lawfulness of what the Secretary of State has said and done the
Appellate Committee has no competence to express any opinion on the
relationship between the executive and Parliament. By way of example, stress
was laid by the applicants on the statement in the White Paper(para 38) that the
provisions of the 1988 Act relating to compensation for criminal injuries 'will
accordingly be repealed when a suitable legislative opportunity occurs' as
demonstrating at the best a forgetfulness that it is Parliament, not theSecretaryof State or a government, which decides whetheran existing enactment shall be
repealed. This may be so, or it may not, but it is of noconsequence here. If the
attitude of the Secretary of State is out of tune with theproper respect due to
parliamentary processes this is a matter to which Parliament must attend. It is
true that in some cases the frame of mind in which a ministerapproaches the
exercise of a statutory or common law discretion may be relevant to the
lawfulness of his decision But this is not such an occasion. It is not suggested
that the Secretary of State has acted in bad faith, simply that when his duties
under statute and at common law are properly understood it can be seen that
what he has done, omitted to do and proposed to do are contrary to law.
Criticisms of the maimer, rather than the matter, of his actions are for political
debate, nor legal argument.
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Equally, your Lordships are not concerned in your appellate capacity to
inquire whether the Secretary of State's decisions were sound. The task ofthe
courts is to ensure that powers are lawfully exercised by those to whom they are
entrusted, not to take those powers into their own hands and exercise them
afresh. A claim that a decision under chailenge

was wrong leads nowhere, exceptin the rare cisc where it can be characterised as so
obviously and grossly wrong

ds to be ational, in the lawyers' sense of the word, and hencea symptom that
there must have been some failure in the decision-making process. No such
proposition is advanced here, nor could It have been; for, whatever their rights
and wrongs, if the decisions maested by the Secretary of State's words and
actions are otherwise lawful it is impossible to say that no decision-maker acting
rationally could have arrived at them. Once again, it is for Parliament to
intervene if it Ends the new policies unacceptable.

My Lords, I have begun in this way because the narrow focus of the inquiry is
blurred if factoci, highiy relevant in a widerperspective but not germane to the
questions of law for decision, are allowed to intrude. In broad terms, these
questions are as follows. First, does s 171(1) impose on theSecretary of State a
legally enforceable duty to bring into force all the provisions of the Act to which
it applies, including Pt VII? If so, what considerations are relevant to determining
when the duty must be performed? Was the announcement that Pt VII would
not be implemented a separate breath of duty? Second, was either thewinding
up of the esting scheme or the inauguration of the new scheme, or both, (a)a
breach of a duty created by s 171(1), or (b) an abuse of the prerogative power?
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d
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I will begin with the first question, since in my opinion the answer to it is an
essential starting point for consideration of the second. It is common ground that
this part of t.he dispute turns on the interpretation of s 171(1). There are I believe
three possible meanings. The first is that the Secretary of State has no obligations
at all as regards the implementation of the sections to which it applies; his
discretion is entirely free from control. This need not be considered at length, forthe Lord Advocate does not propose it, and indeed it must be unsound.
Parliament cannot have intended that the minister could simply ignore thepower, or exercise it for his own personal advantage. He must give consideration
to the exercise of the power, and do so in good faith. g

At the other extreme is the interpretation for which theapplicants contend,
that the Secretary of State is under a legally enforceable obligation to bring the
relevant sections into force, not immediately for that would beabsurd but as
soon is it is administratively practicable to do so. For this purpose, so they
maintain, questions such as financial and political feasibility must be left entirely hout of account. I am quite unable toaccept that Parliament can have intended to
hamstring die discretion in such a mechanical and unrealistic way. Parliamentary
government is a matter of practical politics. Parliament cannot be taken to have
legislated on the assumption that the general state of affairs in which it was
thought desirable and feasible to create the power to bring a new regime into Jeffect will necessanly persist in the future. Further study may disclose that the
scheme has unexpected administrative flaws which would make it positively
undesirable to implement it as enacted, or (for example) itmight happen that a
ruling of the European Court of Human Rights would disclose thatpersistencewith the scheme would contravene the international obligations of the United
Kingdom. Financial circumstances may also change,just as the Secretary of State
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maintains—that they have changed in thepresent case; the scheme may prove
unexpectedly expensive, or a newly existing or perceived need for financial
stringency may leave insufficient resources to fund public expenditures which
might otheise be desirable. I cannot attribute to Parliament an intention that
all the provisions of this Act faffing within s 1 71(1), not limited as we have seen to
the criminal injuries scheme, and all the relevant provisions of the numerous
other statutes in which similar formula is used, will bebrought inexorably intoeffect as sood as it is physicchy possible to do so, even if the country can no longer
afford them.

A less extreme version of this submission, albeit one which wouldnot yield
success for the applicants in the present dispute, is that the Secretary of State is
entitled and bound to take into account all relevantconsiderations, including
financial practicability, but that as soon as it becomes feasible in the more general
sense to do so he is compelled to appoint a day. My Lords, I am constrained to
hold that this alternative must also be rejected, formore than one reason. In the
first place, it postulates that instead of reserving to itself the power, through the
use of its own methods, to ensure that ministers do not delay unduly in the
appointment of a day, Parliament has chosen to create and through the medium
of s 117(1) has expressed in the Act, a duty owed to the public at large and capableof enforcement in the courts.

If this is right, it must follow inevitably that though there isimplicit ins 171(1)
a surrender by Parliament to the courts of a power not only to investigatewhether the Secretary of State in failing to appoint a day and hence to bring
primary legislation into force has acted in a way which is, in a legal sense,
in-ationaj but also, if all else fails, and if the Secretary of State is obduratein the
face of a declaration as to the true legal position, to makean order of mandamus
against him, backed by the threat of imprisonment. That this is indeed the
consequence of the applicants' submission is shown by the fact that just such an
order forms part of the relief claimed in these proceedings. For the courts to
grant relief of this kind would involve a penetration into Parliament's exclusive
field of legislative activity far greater thanany that has been contemplated even
during the rapid expansion of judicial intervention during the past 20 years.
Recalling that your Lordships, in your appellate capacity, are concerned when
dealing with the first question brought before them solely with a question of
statutory interpretation it must be asked whether Parliament, jealous as it is of its
prerogatives and possessed as it is of its own special means to scrutinise and
control the actions of ministers, can have intended to create, through the
medium of s 171(1), any such rights and remedies. i do not believe that it can.

The second reason is that a legal regime of this kind would beso lacking in
precision that it can scarcely have been the intention of Parliament to create it.
V/here the exercise of power is challenged it is possible for the court to assess the
question of irrationality in the light of the relevant factors as they stood at the
relevant time. Once taken, the decision can once and for all beput in question.
But if the applicants are right and the non-exercise of the power was intended by
Parliament to be controllable by the courts, a continuing omission to appoint a
day, under any one of the innumerable statutory provisions subject to thesame
regime as is created for the 1988 Act by s 171(1), would be continuously open to
challenge in the light of the changing interplay of practicality and policy in the
light of which decisions of this kind must be made. It seems to me highly
improbable that Parliament would have wished to make justiciable in court what
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— are essentially political and administrative judgments rather thanretain them forits own scrutiny and enforcement.

The td and simplest reason is that the words ofs 171(1) do not mean what
the applicants wish them tosay. It is true that 'may' is capable of denoting 'shall'
if the conte so demands, but tim is not thecustomary usage. If one loolti to the
Act at large, talung Pt VII as an example, the wordsappear more than 30 times,
ounttmg 'compound eressions such as 'shall ouly' and 'shall not'. It is to mymind beyond doubt that in every one of these instances 'may' invokes a choice
and 'shall' an order. Loolmig next at the immediate context of the word 'may' in
s 171(1), we d that, ouly a few words before, 'shall' is usedin its natural sense,
which maites it unlikely that the draftsman immediately afterwards chose 'may'
to convey the same meaning; and if one seeks guidance elsewhere in the sectionthere is no need to go fuimer than sus (3), where it is quite clear that 'may' does
not denote an unqualified obligation, If Parliament hadintended to compel the
Secretarc of State to bring Pt VII and all the other provifions governed by s 171(1)into force just as soon as practicable, it couldeasily have said so, in my opimonit has nor

V
For these reasons I would reject the argument that the continuing omission to

implement the statutory scheme was a breach ofany duty arising from s 171(1).There remains the question whether the positive act of the Secretary of State in
announcing that he would not implement the scheme in the interval which
remained before the statutory underpinnings were removed was in itself an
uniawful act. At first acquaintance an alternative answer can be made to seem
quite plausible. The tone of the White Paper and of the utterances in Parliament
can be presented as a defiance of the will of Parliament, embodied in Pt VII of the
Act, There may be substance in this complaint, which has already been voiced in
Parliament and which may be voiced ag if the Houses ever have occasion to
disaiss the obligations owed by a minister to Parliament in respect of powers
entrusted to him under provisions such ass 171(1). But the substance, if there is
any, is one of Parliamentary practice, expectation and courtesy, not ofpublic law.If there u no duty to bmig the relevantprovisions into force, there can be no
breach of duty simply by announcing in advance thatthe non-existent duty will
not be performed I must emphasise the words 'simply by', for it is possible that
such an announcement could be evidence ofa lack of the good faith which, as the
Lord Advocate freely acknowledged, is an indispensable element of the lawful
exercise of the discretion conferred by s 171(1), as much as of any other statutory
discretion But this is our of context here. Although the applicants, and no doubt
others, object to the substance of the change as well as to the way in which it hasbeen done, it has not been suggested and on the facts could not properly have
been suggested, that the Secretary of State has acted in bad faith, in any sense
relevant to such control of his discretion as the courts can properly exercise
through the medium ofjudicial review.

I turn to the second area of complaint, which relates to the implementation ofthe new scheme in a form which ders radically from that contained in Pt VII of
the Act. This complaint is advanced in rivo ways. First, that the actions and
statements of the Secretary of State were an abuse of the powers conferred by
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s l7lLl). Secondly, that the powers exercisable under theroyal prerogative were
limited by the presence in the background of thestatutory scheme.

At first sight a negative answer to each of these averments seems inetáble,
once gwen the premise that S 171(1) creates no duty to appoint a day. As regards
the Act, in a perspective wch may never yield astatutory scheme, the possibility
of substituting one non-statutory scheme for another must have been jun as
much envisaged and tolerated as was the continuation of the existing
non-statsJtoiy scheme, or indeed the ternsjnarion of any scheme at all. The
interval between the passing of the Act and the bringing into forceof Pt VIl, if it
ever happened, was simply a statutory blank.

So too, it would appear, as regards the argument based on the royal
prerogative. The case does not fall within the principle of A-G v Dr Keyser's Royal
Hotel Ltd [1920] AC 508, [1920] All ER Rep 80. There, in the words of Lord
Dunedin, it was established that 'if the whole ground ofsomething which is
covered by the prerogative could be done by the statute, it is the statute that
rules' (see [1920] AC 508 at 526, [1920] All ER Rep 80 at 86), Thus, dim the present
case Pt VII had been brought into force there was no room left for the exercise of
that aspect of the prerogative which had enabled the Secretary of State to
establish and maintain the scheme. Once thesuperior power of Parliament has
occupied the territory, the prerogative must quit the field, In thepresent case,
however, the territory is quite untouched. There is noParliamentary dominion
over compensation for crirmnal injuries, since Parliament has chosento allow its
control to be exercised today, or some day, or never, at the choice of the
Secretary of State. Until he chooses to call the Parliamentary scheme into
existence there is a legislative void and the prerogative subsists untouched. The
position is just the same as if Pt VII had never been enacted, or had been repealedsoon afterwards.

This is not to say that the decisions of theSecretary of State in the exercise of
the prerogative power to continue, modify or abolish the scheme which his
predecessor in the exercise of the same power had called into existence are
immune from process. They can be called into question on the familiargrounds:R v Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, exp Lain {1967] 2 All ER 770, {1967] 2 QB
864. But no question of irrationality arises here, and the decisionto inaugurate a
new scheme cannot be rendered unlawful simply because of its conifict on paper
with a statutory scheme which is not part of the law,

VII

My Lords, I introduced the preceding discussion with the words 'At first sight'because the applicants have a further (and to my mind altogether more
formidable) argument which challenges the implicit assumption that in the
absence of a duty to appoint a day the Secretary of State's dealings with the
compensation scheme are entirely free from statutory restraint. Contrary to this
assumption, it is said, there is no statutory void; for although Pt VII is nor itself in
force, s 171(1) is in force and must not be iguored. The continuedexistence of
s 171(1) means that, even if there isno present duty to appoint a day, there isa
continuing duty, which will subsist until either a day is appointed or the relevant
provisions are repealed, to address in a rational manner the question whether the
power created by s 171(1) should be exercised. This continuing duty
overshadows the exercise by the Secretary of State of his powers under the royal
prerogative.
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belongs to the e:cecutive, not oinv to veh that thepowers asserted accord withthe substantive :aw created by Parliament but also, that the manner in which
they are exerceed confos with the standards offairness which Parliament
must have mtenjed Concurtenflv with this judicialthnction Parliament has itsown special means of ensuhng that the executive, in the exercise of delegated
hinctions. penoms m a way which Parliament

finds appropriate, Ideady, it isthese latter methods which should be used to check executive enors and
excesses; for it b the task of Parliament and the

executive in tandem, not of thecourts, to govern the coun'. In recent years, however, the employment In
practice of these specifically Parliamentary remedies has on occasion been
perceived as fa&.g short, and sometimes well short, ofwhat was needed to bringthe peormance of the exerurive into ewith the law and with the miinmumstandards of fairness implict in

every Parliamentary delegation of adecisionmayg thnction. To avoid a vacuum in which the citizen would be leftwithout protecnon against a misnse ofexecutive powers the courts have had nooption but to occupy the dead ound in a manser, and in areas of public e,
which could not h4ve been foreseen 30years ago. For myse I am quite satisfied
that this unprecedented juthual role has been eatly to the public benefit.
Nevertheleas it has its risks, of which the cos are well aware. As the judges
themselves constantly remark, it is not they who are appointed to administer the
country. Absent a written constitution much sensitivity is required of the
parliarnentas-jan administrator and judge if the delicate balance of the unwritten
rules evolved (I believe successfully) inrecent years is not to be disturbed, and all
the recent advances undone. I donot for a moment snggest that the judges of the
Court of Appeal in the present case overlooked this need. The judgments show
clearly that they did noL Nevertheless some of the arguments addressed wouldhave the court push to the very boundaries of the disimction beeen court and
Parliament established in, and recognised ever since, the Bill of Rights 1688.
Three hundred years have passed since then, and the political and social
landscape has changed beyond recotion, But theboundaries remain; they areof crucial sigmflcance to ourprivate and public lives; and the courts should, I
believe, make sure that they are notoverstepped.

VII
For these reasons I would allow the appeal and dismiss the cross-appeal.

LORD LLOYD OF BERWICK. My Lords, until 1964 victims who suffered
personal mjes as a result of ces of violence hadno remedy other than the
nght, almost always worthiess, to see the person who caused the iury. On 24June 1964 a scheme was aunounced in both Houses of Parliament whereby cx
atia payments were to be paid to victims of violent crime. The scheme waswidely welcomed. It was regarded bymany as long overdue. Compensation was
assessed on an individual basis by the Cilminal

Injuties Compensation Board, a
non-statutoi-v body consisting of Queen's Counsel add other senior lawyers
experienced in the personal injury field. The basis ofcompensation was theamount which the victun would have been entitled to recover in an action for
tort against the wrongdoer, including damages forpain and suffering, and loss of
earnings, subject, however, in the case of loss ofearnings to an upper limit,In March 1978 the Royal Commission

on CivO Liabdity and Compensation for
Personal Injury, under the chairmanship ofLord Pearson (see Cmnd 7054-I),recommended that the scheme should be put on a statutory basis, and that
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compensation should continue to be based on damages recoverable in tort. Sixyears ter the Home Secretary of the
day appointed an inter-departmentalworlmig pa to review the position and make recommendations. The

government accepted the worlmig parn' 's
recommendations. They introducedlelation, now contained in ss 108 to 117 ofand Schs 6 and 7 to the CriminalJustice Act 1988. The Act received the

royal assent on 29 July 1988. But thestatutory scheme has never been brought into force.
Furtheunore in pars 38 ofa White Paper, Copnating Victius

of Violrnt Crime: Changes to the CriminalInjuries Compatjon Schmte (Cm 2434) published in December 1993 thegovernment announced that the relevant provisions of the 1988 Act 'will not nowbe implemented'
It might cause sue to the man on the Clapham omnibus that leiativeprovisious in an Art ofParliament winch have

passed both Houses of Parlientand received the royal assent, can be set aside m this way by a member oftheexecutive It is, imer all, the normal function of the executive to carry out thelaws winch Parliament has passed, just as it is the nonnal function of the
judidanjto say what those laws mean. The

explanation, if there is one, is to be found ins 171 of the 1988 Act, to winch I will shortly return.But first I should mention the
history of the proceedings so far. On 23November 1992 the Home Secretary

announced the goveent's intention ofintroducing a new scheme. Tins scheme, knownas the tariff scheme, waspubinhed on 9 March 1994. It ers in certain fundamental respects from thestatutory scheme. On 22 March 1994 the FireBrigades Union and a number ofother Unions, whose members
are especinly exposed to injuries from ces ofviolence, obtained leave to apply for judicial review. In their evidence they pointout that the tariff scheme is less favourable

to their members, first, because it isbased on a flat rate instead of
being assessed on a case by case basis by membersof the board and, secondly, because it excludes altogethercompensation for lossof earnings. One canget some idea of how much less favourable the new schemeis from flires produced by the Home Office. By the beg of the nextcentury the estimated ual cost under the tariff scheme will be aboutwhereas under the statutory scheme itwould be about double. No doubtpan oftins difference can be explained by a saving in the cost of administration

The applicants challenge the decision of the Home Secretary not tobring intoforce the relevant seocu of the
1988 Act. They also chalienge his decision toimplement the tariff scheme, which they

say is altogether inconsistent with the
statutory scheme approved by Parliament.

Staughton U and Buckley J in the Divisional
Court ([1994] PJQR 320)dismissed the application. They held thatthe Home Secretary was underno duryto bg the statutory scheme into force, But their decision was reversed by the

Court of Appeal ([1995] 1 ER 888, [1995] 2 R 1) on a ground winch maynot have been fully developed in the court below. Sir Thomas Bingham MR heldthat the Home Secretary was under
a dury to bring the statutory scheme intooperation as soon as he might properly

judge it appropriate, but, on the facu, hefound that the Home Secretary was not in breach of that dury. Sir Thomas
Bingham MR went on to hold, however, that

the Home Secretary was notentitled to introduce a scheme radically different from what Parliament has
approved so long as the 1988 provisions stand unrepealed as an enduringstatement of Parliament's will,

Morritt U disagreed with Sir Thomas Bingham MR on the first point. He heldthat there was no dury to bmig the
statutory scheme into force, But he agreed
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with Sir Thomas Bingham MR on the secondpoint, that it was an abuse of the
discretionary statutory power confeed on the Crown under 5 171 of the 1988Act to introduce a compensation scheme

wholly at vatiance' with the statutoryscheme.

Hobhouse U dissented. In a forceinljudent he held that there was no dury
to implement the statutory scheme, in thisrespect aeeing with Morritt U. Buthe also held that there was no abuse ofpower. I quote the last paraaph of hisjudent ([1995] 1 ER 888 at 908, [1995] 2 WLR 1 at 21):

'The argument on abuse ofpower is really another way of putting the
same arguments. The difference is that the appellanrs do not need for this
purpose to say that the minister has acted ultra vires. But they still have to
make good the proposition that there issomething unlasl about what the
minister has done in introducing the ta scheme. That they cannot do.There is no law in force which makes the ster's actions unjawall Thereis no excess of authonry or ingement of

authotiry. The only authotirywhich the minister requires is that which he hasreceived from Parliament in
the constitutional fashion. How it csu be said that it is an abuse for the
ster to apply moneys voted by Parliament for a stated purpose to that
purpose escapes me. Similarly, it cannot be said that it is contrary to the will
of Parliament. The argument on abuse ofpower is not founded upon any
coherent principle, nor is the legal basis for it madegood.'

I now come to s 171 of the Act. A number ofprovisions of the Act came into eforce on the day the Act was passed, induding s 171 itseinsee a 171(5). Other
provisions came into force two month, later: sees 171(6). Sections 108 to 117 arenot covered by either of these subsections. They are covered by s 171(1) to (3),which are:

'(1) Subject to the following provisio ofssection, this Act shall come finto force on such day as the Secretary of State may by order made by
statutory instrument appoint and different days may be appointed in
pursuance of this subsection for different provisions or differentpurposes ofthe same provision.

(2) order under this section may make such tramitional provision as gappears to the Secretary of State to be necessary or expedient in connection
with any provision thereby brought into force other than a provision
contained in sectio 108 to 117 above or in Schedule 6 or 7 to this Act.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations made by statutory
instrument make such provision as he considers necessary or expedient in hpreparation for or in connection with the coming into force of any provision
contained in those sections or Schedules.'
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Mr Elias QC argues that the purpose of confeg on the Home Secretary the
power to bmig ss 108 to 117 into force is apparent from s 171(3). It was to enable
the Home Secretary to make regulations by statutory instrument 'in preparation jfor or in connection with the coming into force' of those sections. Parliamentcould not tell how long it would talce to make the necessary regulations. So
instead of providing that ss 108 to 117 shouldcome into force afrer s months or
a year, or other finite period, it left the date blank, Itwas for the Home Secretaryto ff1 in the blank when the necessary admiaistrabve

anangements had been putin place.



I agree with Mr Elias that s 171(3) tOws light on the puose for winchParilament confened on the Home
Secretary the power to bmig the sections intoforce. But qthte apart from s 171(3), 1 would construes 171 so as to ve effect to,rather than strate, the leslativepoliry enshrined in ss 108 to 117, even thoughthose sectiom are not H force. The
mistake winch, if I may say so, underlies thedissenting judent of Hobhouse U is to treat these sections as if they did notexist. True, they do not have statutory force. But that does not mean they arewrit in wat. They contain a

statement ofParliamentary intention, eventhoughthey create no enforceable rights. Approacg the matter in that way, I wouldread s 171 as provig that ss 108 to 117 shall come into force when the Home
Secretary chunses, and not that theynmy come into force ([he chooses. In otherworth, s 171 confers a power tosay when, but not whether.

If that is the right construon of
s 171, then the intention of Parliament in

enacting that section is exactly, and happily, minoredby the reaction of thehlpothetical man on the Clapham onmibus.
The Home Secretary haspower todelay the cog into force of the

statutory provisions H question; but he has nopower to reject them or set them aside as ifthey had never been passed.
I now return to the facts. The mitial

delay in bimg the sections into force
may have been regrettable, but was hardiy surising, considemig that it tookover ten years for the govermnent to

act on the recommendations of the RoyalCommission on Civil Liabij and Compensation for Personal Injury (Cmnd
7054-1 (1978), chairman Lord Pearson) Moreover, as the evidence makes clear,the board itself requested some

delay owing to its heavy workioad at the time. Ido not think anything which the Home Secretary did, or failed to do, during the
period of four years between 1988 and 1992 can be characterried as a misuse ofhis power under s 171. As Staughton U pointed out in the Divisional Court, thestatute book is littered with

statutory provisions which have never been broughtinto force for one reason or another
(see [1994] PIQR 320 at 327). The Easter Act1928 is a good example.

The situation changed on 23 November 1992 when the Home Secretary
announced in Parliament that he intendedto replace the existingnon-statutoryscheme by the tariff scheme; and this

was coniIrmed on publication of the WhitePaper (Cm 2434), which stated in terms (para 38) that the statutory scheme 'willnot now be implemented'

Jean find nothing ins 171 which,
on its true construction, justifies the HomeSecretary's refissal to implement the statutory scheme. Whether that refsaishould be rerded as an abuse of thepower winch he was ven under s 171, oras the exere of a power winch he has not been ven, does not matter. Theresult is the se either

way. By renouncing the statutory scheme, the HomeSecretary has exceeded his powers, and thereby acted unlawfully. It is theparamount dury of the courts to say so. Ifauthoriry is needed for the simpleproposition that a minister must act within the
powers granted by Parliamentand for the puoses for winch those

powers were confened, it is to be found in
Padfie v Ministrt of Aenjture Fishes and Food [1968] 1 ER 694, [1968] AC997. In this counection iris worth

emphasising, yet again, that although ss 108 to117 have not been brought into force,
s 171 has been in force since the day the Actwas passed.

The Lord Advocate advanced
an ingeaious argrlment in reply. Given that the

Home Secretary has power to say when the sections come into place, let it beassumed that he had appointed a day five years hence. Surely, goes the
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argumen:. the Home Secretary must have power to mbstimte a non-statutoryscheme i the meantime?
There Is a short answer to this

argument If one assumes that thePO5Onement for five years was a valid exerrise of the power confened byParliament, then of course the Home
Secretary woind be free to continue theeting non-statutory scheme in the meantime as he has in the past, orsubstjtut another scheme, whether

more or less favourable to the victims ofviolent cnme. But the
assumption begr the question. It is the decision of theHome Secretary to renounce the statutory scheme and to surtender hispower toimplement it, which constitutes the abuse of

power in the present case, not thesubstitution ofan interim measure. Inany event, it is clear from the site Paperthat the tsnffscheme is not an interim measure.
Then it was said that the Home

Secretary has not abd ha power unders 171 Cof the Act because it is always
open to him to change his mind. He cannot bindha successors, whether in this or any other adtradon So another HomeSecretary may at any time decide to

implement the statutory scheme er all.I regard this as little short of fanciful.
Mimsters must be ten at theft word. Ifthey say that they wffl not implement the

statutory scheme, they are repudiating dthe power confened on them by Parlianent in the clearest ssible tenns. It isone rhaig to delay bnnging the relevanr provisions into force, It is quite anotherto abdicate or reimquuh the
power together. Noris that all. Thegoveen'5intentiotu may be judged by their deecis as well as their words. The introduction

of the taschcme, which is to be put on a statutory basis as soon as it has hade to seine down, is ply inconsistent with a conuingpower under a 171 eto bring the statutory scheme into force.
Finally, it is said that to grant the

applicants relief in a case such as rha woindbe an mtion by the courts into the legislative field, and a usuryation of thection of Parliament. If the Home
Secretary has trespassed, it is for Parliamentto conect . It is most ucely, so the argumeur goes. that Parliamentintended to confer on the courts thepower to dede that the Home Secretaryhas acted unlawfully.

I d thu argument difficult to understand The dury the court to reviewexeusrive action does not depend on some power ted by Parliament in aparticular case. It is part of the court's orary fimmion in the day-to-dayadsuation ofjustice. If a manster's aon is challenged by an applicant with gsufficient locus standi, then it is the court's dury to detene whether theminister has acted lawfslly, that is to say, whether he has acted within the powerscoened on by Parliament. If the ster has exceeded or abused hispower, then it is the ordinary function of
the Divisional Court to grantappropriate discretionary relief. Ingranting such relief the court is not acting in hopposition to the legislature or treading on

Parliamentary toes. On the contrary:it is ensuring that the
powers confened by Parliament are exerdsed within thelimits and for the

puoses which Parliament intended. I nn unable to see theerence in this connection benveen
a power to bg lelaon into force andany other power.

Nor, with respect, can I understand the
concept, or relevance of a dury owedto Parliament, as distinct from a dury owed to the public at large. Somecases aremore rncely to attract Parliamentary attention than othen. But theavabthry ofjudicial review is unaffected.

No court would ever depreciateor call in question steria1
responsibiliry toParliament But as Professor Sir William

Wade points out in Wade andForsyth
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Adm:nfftrative Law (7th edn, 1994) P 34, ministerial responsibility is no nibstitute
for juThcial review. In IRC v National

Federation of Self-Employed and Small
Bnsinesses Ltd [1981] 2 All ER 93 at 107, [1982] AC 617 at 644 Lord Diplock said:

It is not, in my view, a sufficient answerto say that judicial review of theactions of officers or departments of central government is unnecessary
because they are accountable to Parliament for theway in which they ca
out their functions. They are accountable to Parliament forwhat they do so
tar al regards efficienry and polity, and of that Parliament is the only judge;
they are responsible to a court ofjustice for the lawflness ofwhat they do,and of that the court is the only judge.'

1: may be that I have misunderstood the Lord Advocate's argument on this
pors: But if I have stated it correctly, then I fear that it would, ifaccepted, putthe clock back 30 years or more.

There was much discussion in the courts below, and
before your Lordships,about the scope of the prerogadve, and referencewas made in that connection to

A-C vDe Ktyscr's Royal Hotel Lin [1920] AC 508, [1920] All ER Rep 80, 1 agree with
l—Iobhouse U that the principles established in that case do not touch directly on
the present problem.

1 do not find it necessary to decide whether,
as Sir Thomas Bingham MR held,

the Home Secretan' was under a duty tobring the sections into force as soon as
he judged it appropriate, or whether, as the LordAdvocate conceded, his duty
yeas invited to keeping the exercise of the power under review. I can see that the
former view might present difficulties. I prefer to decide the appeal on the
alternative ground favoured by Sir Thomas Bingham MR and Morritt U, namely
that the Home Secretary has exceeded or abused thepower conferred on him by
Parliament, and thereby acted unlawfully. 1 would dismiss both appeal and
cross-appeal.

LORD NlCHOL OF BIRKENHEAD. My Lords, this case involves two
powers, one statutory and the other common law. Thestatutory power is the
power given to the Secretary of State by s 171(1) of the Criminal justice Act 1988.This section came into force on the chy the Actreceived the royal assent: 29 July
1988. By this section the Secretary of State was empowered to make an order, by
statutory instrument, appointing a day on which other sections of theAct,including as 108 to 117, shall come into force. Sections 108 to 117 set up the
criminal injuries compensation scheme. This scheme would put the existing exgratis scheme on to a statutory footing.

The common law power is the prerogative power of the Crown. In this
contest the prerogative power can be sufficiently described as the residue of
discretionary power left at any moment in the hands of the Crown.

The case turns on the interaction of thesetwo powers. The commencement
day power in 5 171' 1) is in force, but it has not been exercised in respect ofss 108
to 117 The question of law which has to be addressed iswhether, so long as this
remains the position, this power nevertheless operates to limit the manner in
which, or the pumooses for which, the prerogative power may lawfully beexercised in the field to which ss 108 to 117 relate. Thequestion of fact whicharises is whether, if the existence of s 171(1) does operate to curtail the
prerogative power, the Secretary of State has overstepped the mark in
introducing the new, ex gratis 'tariff' scheme.
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There woald be no difficulty if ss 108 to 117 were repealed. The field of
compensation for victims of criminal injuries would then bewide open for the
prerogative power. The position in law would becomeas it was before the 1988
Act was passed. There could then beno question of a statutory impediment to
setting up and mag payments under a new tariff scheme in exercise of the
prerogative. Ldiewise, although for a different reason and with a different result,the position would be straighfforward if the commencement day power ins 171(1) were exercised and ss 108 to 117 came into force. With the new statutory
scheme in operation, the present problem could not arise The problem acises
only because at present ss 108 to 117 cyst, but evist only in embryonic fomi.
The conjmen1,nmt dayprovision

I must stan with some general comments about commencement day
provisions. The first point to note is that s 171(1) is a common form provisionThis form of wordi is widely used in many Acts ofParliament There is nothing
special about the worg of the provision in this Act. Secondly, the puryose forwhich this common form provision cysts is to facffitate bmig lelation intoforce. Parliament enacts legislation in the expectation that it will come intooperation. This is so even when Parliament does not itself ffx the date on whichthat shall happen. Coermigpower on the executive to the date wdl often bethe most convenient

way of coping with the practical culty that when the
legielaticn is passing through Parliament, it is not always possible to know forcertain what will be a suitable date for thelegislation to take effect. Regulations
may need drafting, staff and accommodation may have to be arranged, literature
may have to be prepared and printed. There may be a host of other practical
considerations A wide measure of flexibility may be needed. So the decision canbest be left to the minister whose

department will be giving effect to thelegislation when it is in operation. He is given a power to select the most suitabledate, in the exercise of his discretion

Thirdly, although the purpose of the commencement day provision is to
facilitate bringing legislation into effect, the width of the discretion given to theminister ought not to be rigidly or narrowly confined. The common form
commencement day provision is applicable to all manner of legislation and it fallsto be applied in widely differing circumstances. The range of unexpectedhappenings is infinite. In the course of drafting the necessary regulations, a gserious flaw in the statute might come to light. An economic crisis might arise.
The goveent might consider itwas no longer practicable, or politic, to seekto raise or appropriate the

money needed to implement the legislation for the
time being. In considering whether themoment has come to appoint a day, as a
matter of law the minister mnst be able to take such matters into account. Of hparticular relevance for present purposes, as a matter of law the minister must beentitled to take financial considerations into

account when considering whether
to exercise his power and appoint a day. Itgoes without saying that the ministerwill be answerable to Parliament for his decision, but that is an altogetherdifferent matter.

A duty to consider

The next pour to note is that lii thepresent case the complinnt is not about the
exercise by the Secretary of State of the power given him by 5 171(1). Thecomplaint is about the nonexercise of the power. A failure to exercise a power can
only be the subject of complaint if the person entrnsted with the power has
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threby acted in breach of some duty imposed on him, or acted improperly insome other respect.
On its face the commencement

day provision confers on the minister apowerto appomt a commeocement day, rather than
imposing upon him a duty to doso. In my view, th orovinon is not to be read

as imposing a duty winch, if notcaed out, could b the subject of
a mandatory order by a court directing himto appoint a day on mm of being in contempt of court. In the first place, a legalduryto appoint woind be substantially empty of content in view of the wide

ge of cfrcumstans the mlmster can properly take into account in decidingwhether or not to arpornt a
commencement day. Secondiy, and much moreimportantly, a coun order compelling a minister to bimg into effect pcimary

leslanon would hung the couns cight into the very bean of the legislative
process. But the Ie1ative process is for the leslawre,not the judiciaiy. Thecourts must beware of trespassing

upon ground which, under this country's
constiwtion is reser.-ed exclusively to the legislature. Clearer lan1age, or acompelling contear, would be needed before it would be tight to arttibute toParliament an intennon that the

couns shoind enter upon tnh ground in thisway.

Nevertheless although he is not undera legal duty to anoint a commencement
thy, the Secretary of State is under a legal duty to coidcr whether or not to
exercise the power and appoint a day. That isinherent in the power Parliamenth enmasted to . He is under a duty to consider, in goodfaith, whether heshoixid exercise the power. Fher, andrnh is the next step, if the Secretary ofSte comiden the matter and decidesnot to exermie the power, that does notend his duty. The statutory

connnencement day power continues to exist, Theminister cam-sot abrogate it. The power, and the concomitant duty to consider
whether to exercise it, will continue to exist

despite any change in the holders ofthe office of Secretary of State. Thepower is exermiable, and the duty is to be
performed, by the holder for the time being of theoffice of one of Her Majesty's
Pmidpal Secretaties of State: see the interpretation Act 1978, ss S and 12(2) andSth 1. So, although he has decidednot to appoint a coencement day for
108 to 117, the Secretary of State remains

under an obligation to keep the matterunder review. obligation l cee oy when the power is exercised or
Parliament repeals the legislation. Until then the duty to keep under review willcontinue.

statutory duty u not devoid of pmcticalcoquence. By detion, thecontinuing existence of tins duty has an impacton the Secretary of State'sfreedom of acnon. Since the legislature has imposed tins duty on him, itnecessarily follows that the executive cannot exercise the prerogative in amaimer, or for a purpose, inconsistent with the
Secretary of State continuing toperform this duty. The executive caunot

exercise the prerogative power in awaywinch would derogate from the due thlmentof a statutory duty. To that extentthe exercise of the prerogative power is mrtailed so long the statutory dutycontinues to exist. Any exercise of the prerogative power in an inconsistentmanner, or for an incomistent purpose, would bean abuse f power and subjectto the remedies afforded by judicial review.

The non-in trodiection of the statutory scheme
1mm now to the facts of the

present case. The Home Secretary has made plainthat he has decided not to hungss 108 to 117 into force. The statutory schemewoWd be too eensive. The picture, he says, has been chang dramatically,
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even since the passing of the 1988 Act. Administrative costs continue to escalate
The volume of cases has gone up by one-half and is still rising. The amount pain
out in compensation has increased threefold. Without change, the estimated
annual cost ot compensation by the year 2000/01 would be some The
view of the government is that this rate of growth is not sustainable or
appropnate for a state scheme funded by the taxpayer. Growth in expenditure
on compensation for criminal injuries can only be provided at the cost of other
socially desunbie objectives such as schools and hospitals. The country cannot
now afford the scheme.

It follows irom what I have set out above that, in my view, the Home Secretan
was entitled, as a matter of law, to take these fInancial considerations into
account when deciding whether to bring ss 108 to 117 into force.

The Secretary of State went further than merely deciding not to bringss 108 to
117 into force for the time being. He went further, in two interlinkedrespects
First, the government have made plain that it regards the statutory scheme as a
dead letter. Paragraph 38 of the White Paper, Compensationg Victims ofViolent
Crime: Changes to the Cnmimtal Injuries Compensation Scheme (Cm 2434), presented
to Parliament in December 1993 by the Secretary of State for the Home
Department and the Secretary of State for Scotland, stated:

With the impending demise of the current scheme the provisions in the
1988 Act will not now be implemented. They will accordingly be repealed
when a suitable legislative opportunity occurs.'

As to this, it follows from the general observations made above that bytreating
his decision as the last word on this subject, the Secretary of State misunderstood
the extent of his duty in respect of the commencement day power. He failed to
appreciate that, so long as the commencement day power remains unrepealed.
he is obliged to keep the exercise of that power under review.

I do not consider this misapprehension by the Secretary of State is a matter
calling for relief. In the course of his submissions the Lord Advocate accepted
that the Secretary of State is under a duty to keep the exercise of the
commencement day power under review. Sending the matter back to the
Secretary of State to consider this afresh now would be a pointless exercise.
There can be no doubt that, for the financial reasons already noted, his decision
would still be agamst bnnging ss 108 to 117 into operation at present.

The introduction of the tariiff scheme

In a second respect the Home Secretary went further than deciding not to
bring the statutory scheme into operation. He decided to replace the existing cx
gratia scheme with a new, less expensive scheme. Under the tariff scheme the
estimated annual cost of compensation by the year 2000/01 would be about

This is half the corresponding estimated,cost of the statutory scheme
and, hence, of the existing cx gratia scheme.

Herein lies the real difficulty in this case. In rhe ordinary run of things, where
the carrying out of legislation would be too expensive in the view of the minister.
the answer may be simple: postpone bringing the legislation into force. In the
present case that simple course will not provide an answer to the financial
problem perceived by the government. Letting matters continue as they are.
with the existing cx gratia scheme in force, would cost just as much as the
statutory scheme.

&
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In these cfrcumstances, so the arment mm. the Secre' ofState cannot beobliged to continue the existing exatia scheme. ffhe is entitled to decide notto bring ss 108 to 117 into operation for
ancai reasons, he cannot be underalegal obligation to maintain in force the eqly expensive cx atia scheme.That, it is said, carmot be the effect of the
comencement day provision. Thatwould be to read far too much into tim

comman form pro\ion. The Secretaryof State must be at libe, while
keeping the exercise of the commencement

daypower nder review, to cut the cost of the cxana scheme He must be at libertyto reduce the amounts paid out to vics
as compensation He must be able tomake other alterations, desiedto reduce ad rmtive costs and toproduce ascheme which is fair but simpler and

speedier to operate. In other worth, he mustbe entitled to introduce and
operate a rethed scheme while keeping the exerciseof the commencement day

power under consideration from time to time. Thatis what he has done. This
aroment brings me to the cnrcial uest1on in the

present case. As already noted, pending the exercise of the commencement day
power or its repeal the Secretary of State can act only within the constraintimposed by the duty attendant upon the continuing existence of that power. Hed cannot lailIy do ing in this field which would be inconsucent with histhereafter being able to

ca out im statutory duty of keeping the exercise of the
commencement day power under review. If hewi.shes to act in a maimer or fora purpose which would be inconsistent in

this respect, he must first return toParliament and ask Parliament to relievehim from the duty it has imposed onhim. Parliament should be asked to repeal as 108 to 117 and the relatingcommencement day provision.
The crucial question is whether the Secretary of State has taken such an

inconsistent step in this case. Expressed in different words, but to the same effect:is the introduction of the tariff schenie
inconsisaint with the Secretary of Statebeing able henceforth to keep under

consideration the practicability anddesirability of exercising the commencement day power and bringing thestatutory scheme into effect? The answer to this
question depends upon anappraisal of the facts. It is on this point that die

ews of your Lordehips aredivided.
It is true that the Secretary ofState has

done nothing which is irrevocable. Theterms of the new scheme are not
immutable In that sense, despite theintroduction now of the tariff scheme, it

would still be open to him at a futuredate to discontinue the new scheme
and bring the statutory scheme intooperation in its place. However, it seen,. to me that such an evaluation of thefacts is detached from rery. The new tsineme is not intended as a tem-

porary solution while the minister awaits a morepropitious moment at which tobthsgss 108 to 117 into operation. Thenew cx scheme is intended to markout the way ahead for the foreseeable future. It is intended to be the long-term
replacement of the existing cx atia schemeand us stanatoty embodiment. It isan alternative, not a stopgap. It is

being brought into operation on the foomigthat ss 108 to 117 will never
come into operatiom The Home Secretarywifi, ofcourse, monitor the operation of the tariff scheme. He will consider recom-meng to Parliament that the tariffstheme

itseisshouj be put on to a statutorybasis once it has had time to settle
do and any teething ttoubles have beenresolved. But there is no expectation of

ever bringu-ig the statutory scheme intooperation.
This is not just a matter of words,

orofpresentanon The matter goes beyondrninisteriaj statements of intention. The
steps being taken would in practicemake it very diffimit ffnot impossible,for the Home Secretan- atany time in the
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future to exercise the commencement day power The Criminal Injuries
Compensation Board will be dismantled, and a new authority will replace it.There l be other major procedural changes. The inescapable conclusion is
that the Home Secretary has effectually 'written off the statutory scheme and
that once the tariff scheme has been introduced there would be no realistic
proect of him being able to keep the exercise of the commencement daypower
under review. By setting up the tariff scheme the mister hasset his face in a
different direction. He has struck out down a different route and thereby disabled
himself from properly discharging his statutory durv in the way Parliament
intended. For ds reason the new scheme is outside the powers presently vested
in him. I would dismiss both the appeal and the cross-appeal.

Appeal and cross-appeal dismissed.

QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION (COMMERC COURT)

POTTERJ
25-25 OCTOBER, 1,2 NOVEMBER, 17 DECEMBER 1993

Price — Stay of proceedings — Foreign cause of action Interlocutoiy application
Defendant and third party in English proceedings applying for anti.suit injunction to
rest rain foreign plaintiffs from bringing or pursuing counterclaim as defendants in US
proceedings — Whether English court having jurisdiction to grant antisuit injunction
agarnst foreign plaintiffs — Principles to be applied by court when determining whether
to grant injunction — RSCOrd 16, rr 8, 9, Ord 29, r 1.

Practice — Stay of proceedings — Foreign cause of action — Appropriate forum
Application by defendant and third party in English action for antisuit injunction to g
restrain foreign plaintiffs in English action from pursuing counterclaim as defendantsin US action — Whether plaintifl' counterclaim invading or threatening applicant's
right to be sued in countly of domicile or other contracting state under intmwtionalconvention — Whetherconvention applicable to proceedings for antisuit injunction -
WhetherEngland appropriate forum for determination of dispute — Civilfurisdiction hand Judgments Act 1982, Sch 1, art 6, Sch 3C, art 6.

The applicants, an insurance company domiciled in France which carried on
business in the London market, were the principal reinsurers in an informal pool
of reinsurers engaged in providing pollution or environmental impairment
liability insurance to American corporations via 'fronting' or primary insurers in
the Uinted States, who provided direct cover locally but who were remsured
(usually as to 100%) by the members of the pool. Although the applicants carried
100% of the primary layer of the reinsurance they retained only 20% and ceded
the remainder to other remsurers who in onecase retroceded part of their line.
The management of the pooi was carried outb,y,the company (the managers)
which set up the pooi. In four actions commenced in England in 1987 and 1988
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